Exploring the energy landscape of a small RNA hairpin.
The energy landscape of a small RNA tetraloop hairpin is explored by temperature jump kinetics and base-substitution. The folding kinetics are single-exponential near the folding transition midpoint T(m). An additional fast phase appears below the midpoint, and an additional slow phase appears above the midpoint. Stem mutation affects the high-temperature phase, while loop mutation affects the low-temperature phase. An adjusted 2-D lattice model reproduces the temperature-dependent phases, although it oversimplifies the structural interpretation. A four-state free energy landscape model is generated based on the lattice model. This model explains the thermodynamics and multiphase kinetics over the full temperature range of the experiments. An analysis of three variants shows that one of the intermediate RNA structures is a stacking-related trap affected by stem but not loop modification, while the other is an early intermediate that forms some stem and loop structure. Even a very fast-folding 8-mer RNA with an ideal tetraloop sequence has a rugged energy landscape, ideal for testing analytical and computational models.